
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

More choice, more diverse applications 

New products complement UNGER’s Stingray® system 

 

Solingen – With Stingray®, UNGER offers a highly efficient solution for 

professional indoor window cleaning. It cleans windows up to 25% faster, uses 

39% less cleaning agent and still guarantees outstanding cleaning results.* 

The system, which has already received the ISSA Innovation Award, has now 

been complemented by a new cleaning pad and a practical carry bag – 

guaranteeing more choice and more diverse applications. 

 

UNGER is now offering additional complete solutions for cleaning indoor window 

surfaces – in the form of the new Stingray® sets. Professional cleaners can choose 

between different versions: the 330 Premium Set includes everything that is required for 

professional indoor window cleaning. The set allows users to quickly and easily work at 

heights of up to four meters – and without the need for any preparation. All components 

can be safely stored and transported in a light nylon bag which may also be purchased 

separately. 

The 100 Plus Set comes with a short easy-click pole for cleaning at heights of up to two 

meters. 

 

New: Stingray® Deep Cleaning TriPad 

The new Stingray® Deep Cleaning TriPad made out of top-quality microfiber – which is 

optionally available as a packaging unit comprising five pads – is the particular highlight 

of the new sets. It impresses with its high-performance capacity and is thus particularly 

suited to removing heavy contamination. 

Practical: the powerful cleaning strength of the pad reduces the amount of cleaning 

agent required by around 39 percent. 



The new Stingray® Deep Cleaning TriPad also impresses when it comes to longevity. It 

withstands up to 300 washing cycles – and performance always remains the same. 

 

A new chapter of the success story of the UNGER Stingray® system is being written 

with the new complete sets and products. Thanks to the broad and diverse product 

range, every user is bound to find a solution which best meets his or her own needs and 

guarantees perfect cleaning results. 

 

*  Source: “Indoor Window Cleaning Time and Consumer Study” conducted by Hygiene 

Consult HyCOMück. 

 

More information: www.ungerglobal.com/Stingray® 

 


